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Humiliation, Rape and Love: Force and Fraud in the Erogenous 
Zones 

 
Abstract 

 
This paper is about the intersection between war, sexuality and gender. It encompasses micro-
social relations and macro-social structures and integrates several theoretical and disciplinary 
traditions (social psychology, sociology, anthropology, philosophy, feminism, history and 
international relations). Its object is to discern the logic of male-female relations expressed in 
two kinds of society: those societies that accept the standards associated with human rights 
and those societies based upon the principle of honour that reject or are unfamiliar with 
human rights as a framework for living. The paper brings to visibility the meta-logic of 
humiliation that informs these two frameworks based, respectively, upon the idea of human 
rights and the idea of honour. Once this meta-logic has been understood, it allows strong links 
to be seen between public and private spheres: on the one hand, the arena of warfare between 
nations and ethnic groups, on the other hand, the arena of love and sexuality between 
individuals.  
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Humiliation, Rape and Love: Force and Fraud in the Erogenous 
Zones 

 
 

This paper asks the following question: How have perceptions of love and sexual abuse, 
especially rape, in male-female relationships been altered with the spread of human rights as a 
set of standards for judging human behaviour? Behind this questions lies another: How have 
perceptions of human identity been transformed by the transition from honour to human 
rights? This refers to the transition from traditional values and practices that emphasise the 
collective honour of a group, especially its male membership, to more ‘modern’ values and 
practices that emphasise the dignity of every individual, regardless of gender. Throughout the 
paper, particular attention will be paid to the way transformations of this kind impact upon the 
nature of humiliation and the way it is experienced within male-female relationships. 

The increasing use of rape as ‘weapon’ in war is a pressing current problem. Romantic 
love as a historically relatively new and fragile basis of such social institutions as marriage is 
another contemporary difficulty. Both, seemingly unconnected, are introduced in this paper 
into one common conceptual framework, namely the meta-logic of humiliation.1 The 
backdrop is the present process of globalisation that brings people and cultures together and 
permeates societies at all levels, thus driving transitions that were unimaginable until 
recently.2 

Humiliation involves the imposition of harm upon a victim who is, or has been made 
or has become, helpless.3 Humiliation has the potential to cause intense suffering, probably 
more intense than any other assault. This assertion is supported by the research of, for 
example, Retzinger and Scheff (Retzinger, 1991; Scheff & Retzinger, 1991) who study shame 
and humiliation in marital quarrels. They show that the suffering caused by humiliation is 
highly significant and that the bitterest divisions have their roots in shame and humiliation.4 

The approach adopted in this paper contributes to the integration of several theoretical 
and disciplinary traditions. It draws upon such fields as social psychology (the author’s own 
core discipline), sociology, anthropology, philosophy, feminism, history and international 
relations.5 The guiding themes are the dynamics of humiliation and, in particular, the 
polymorphous character of love and rape as a framework for encounters between men and 
women. 

This paper draws upon evidence collected by the author in two contexts. The first 
context is work as a clinical psychologist in Germany (1980-84) and Egypt (1984-91). The 
second context is research as a social psychologist examining the part played by humiliation 
in armed conflict, especially its role in genocide and massacre.6  216 interviews have been 
carried out in Africa (Somalia, Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, Egypt) and Europe (England, 
Norway, Germany, Switzerland) from 1997-2000. 

The argument made in this paper is embedded in the normative stance that the sexual 
aspect of human relations ought to be deeply influenced by the idea of human rights. 
However, while professing to the standards associated with human rights, the paper also seeks 
to discern the logic expressed in societies based upon the principle of honour that reject or are 
unfamiliar with human rights as a framework for living. Furthermore, the paper brings to 
visibility the meta-logic that informs these two frameworks, one based upon human rights, the 
other based upon the idea of honour. Once this meta-logic has been understood, it allows 
strong links to be seen between public and private spheres: on the one hand, the arena of 
warfare between nations and ethnic groups, on the other hand, the arena of love and sexuality 
between individuals.  
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The paper is organised in four parts. In the first part, a typology is presented. It 
distinguishes between different ways in which physical encounters between males and 
females are perceived and experienced. The typology is constructed with reference to two 
factors. One factor is the extent to which the relationships within which the encounters occur 
are framed in terms of love and nurturing as opposed to hostility and destructiveness. The 
other factor is the degree to which traditional honour as opposed to human rights is 
emphasised by the parties concerned. 

In the second part of the paper, the tension between honour-based marriage and loving 
relationships grounded in human rights is explored. The third part of the paper turns to the 
question of hostile sexual encounters and destructive relationships. In the fourth part the 
corrosive effects of false love in a human rights society are discussed.   
 
 

A typology of male-female relationships 
Richard Exley once wrote: ‘A true friend is one who hears and understands when you share 
your deepest feelings. He supports you when you are struggling; he corrects you, gently and 
with love, when you err; and he forgives you when you fail. A true friend prods you to 
personal growth, stretches you to your full potential. And most amazing of all, he celebrates 
your successes as if they were his own.’7    

 
LOVE AND HOSTILITY 

  
Negative Pole: 
Hostility and Destructiveness 

Positive Pole:
Love and Nurturing

Hands and arms pushing down the other: 
rejecting, excluding, diminishing, and 
crushing. 

Arms wrapped around the other 
in love and respect.

Figure I: Love and hostility 

 
If sexuality is placed in the positive context of true friendship then it becomes the language of 
love (see Figure I). This language is tactile. My beloved speaks to me through touch, gives me 
touch-signs of love. I do not feel harmed or humiliated by this touch. On the contrary, I feel a 
wave of warmth traversing my body, I feel happy. Even my immune system gets stronger, and 
my glands excrete beneficial hormones. In short, this is the most positive expression of 
sexuality. Surely, most people would agree: ‘If another person were to touch the most private 
parts of my body, then I would like it to be in this context.’8 

At the other, negative, pole are child abuse or the mass rape of women in a civil war. 
A person who commits rape or abuses a child for sexual pleasure inflicts profound suffering 
on that individual stemming from the fact that the victim’s inner core of dignity is torn apart 
and humiliated.9 When rape is used as a weapon in war situations it imposes a multiple 
humiliation. It humiliates not just the individual victim but also her entire clan, her tribe, her 
ethnic group.10  

In both love and sexual abuse, the location or setting is the same: the body’s 
erogenous zones. In the first case they are a joyful field of play, zones of care and creative 
complicity. In the second case they are a crime scene, zones of force and fraud.11 

The two cases may also be described in terms of the movements of hands and arms. 
The positive pole represents loving arms that open up to the loved person, welcome her, and 
then wrap lovingly and respectfully around the loved person. The negative pole represents 
hands that push a person down into the mud (humiliation is related to ‘humus,’ meaning that 
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the humiliated one is reduced to the level of the earth12). These hands might hold weapons 
intended to destroy the ‘unwanted’ human being after having degraded them, reducing them 
to the level of a ‘rat’ or ‘cockroach.’13  

When I love a person with my whole body and heart, then I ‘put my arms around’ the 
loved one, not only my arms of flesh and blood, but also metaphorically: I wrap the loved 
person into my thoughts, my warm feelings, and my care. I embrace the person who is dear to 
me with my whole being without suffocating him or her. At this extreme positive side of the 
continuum we see two people’s bodies wrapped around each other in deep love, love which 
includes care for the well-being of the other, not just fascination for and by the other’s 
ecstatic feelings. This would be the outer positive pole. 

The outer negative pole would be presented by the war lord who orders his men to 
exterminate the enemy but first, to rape the enemy’s women - in order to demonstrate the 
enemy’s utter unworthiness. This act of utter rejection is the opposite of welcoming opening 
arms. In this case, hands and arms engage in a brutal ‘pushing down’ or ‘putting down’ 
movement: a mixture of stabbing and burying, a thrusting-into-the-ground that crushes the life 
out of the victim. In daily life encounters at the outer poles will mostly be the exceptions; 
most human encounters occur somewhere between the outer poles, and feelings of love and 
hatred are often both present, warring for dominance. 

The other dimension of the typology (see Figure II) addresses the degree to which 
honour (especially the public honour of the male, the family and the group) are emphasised as 
opposed to the inner human dignity of the individual, male or female. The dynamics of 
humiliation as a social process and a psychological experience differ greatly between 
‘honour’ societies and ‘dignity’ societies. In honour societies, social identity is tied in with 
two things: a sense of membership on equal terms with your peers within a group (for 
example, the aristocracy, other males) and a sense of superiority over those groups that are 
‘below’ your own (for example, the peasantry, females).14 

 
HONOUR AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

 
 

‘Honour’ Society 
 

 
‘Human Rights’ Society

Imperative: Protect the public honour of the 
group (family, village, clan), especially its 
male membership. 

 
Inter-personal and inter-group humiliation is 
a routine and legitimate strategy for 
maintaining social hierarchies. 

 

Imperative: Protect the inner core of 
dignity possessed by each individual without 

exception. Humiliation is unacceptable.

Care to avoid humiliating others is 
routine. The psychological damage caused by 

humiliation is more intense than in honour 
societies.

Figure II: Honour and human rights 

 
Humiliating your inferiors through insults and violence is a routine strategy for maintaining 
hierarchical social relationships within an honour society. It is accepted as normal and 
legitimate even though its victims may resent it. To quote the words of a Hutu from the North 
of Burundi, now an international intellectual,15 ‘A son of a Tutsi got the conviction that he is 
born to rule, that he was above the servants, while a son of a Hutu learned to be convinced 
that he was a servant, therefore he learned to be polite and humble, while a Tutsi was proud. 
A Tutsi learned that he could kill a Hutu at any time.’ He added, ‘The concept of humiliation 
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is related to tradition and culture: Tutsi are convinced that they are “born to rule,” they cannot 
imagine how they can survive without being in power.’ 

By contrast, in dignity societies – in other words, societies that recognise the central 
importance of human rights – the use of humiliation is thoroughly disparaged. This is because 
humiliation is always an attempt to impute fundamental differences between the humiliator 
and the victim, to exclude and degrade the latter, to declare that the victim is inferior and 
unworthy. This is unacceptable when the social order is legitimised by the idea that all human 
beings have equal dignity, irrespective of differences in respect of gender, ethnicity, 
nationality and any other form of group membership. 

These differences between honour societies and dignity societies have been analysed 
at length elsewhere16 but may be briefly illustrated here with reference to the way rape is 
treated. In honour societies, the honour of the group is damaged if the worthiness of any 
single member of the group is attacked or compromised. If the damage cannot be made good, 
avenged, or ‘paid for’ in some way, then the damaged element has to be cut out or destroyed. 
In such societal frameworks, families are urged to treat unmarried females as exchangeable 
property17 for use in making marriage contracts with other families. The honour of the family 
is closely tied to the virginity of unmarried daughters. If a girl is raped, the whole family feels 
humiliated; furthermore, such a daughter would not anymore make an honourable marriage?18 
One of the family’s fears is that their daughter’s damaged hymen could be understood by her 
future husband as an attempt to dishonour his family. A damaged hymen is a dishonourable 
gift to give from one family to another. It is humiliating to receive such a gift and humiliating 
to be accused of offering it. All members of the raped girl’s family feel ‘soiled’ or ‘damaged’ 
by the rape just as a whole body is affected when disease attacks a particular limb. The rape 
may set in motion a remorseless logic: either the daughter must marry the rapist, the very 
person who abused her, or she must die.19 

Honour-killings shock and appal a human rights society. This is because in such a 
society rape is primarily seen as a violation of the girl’s inner core of dignity. To view the 
young woman only as a token of a family’s public honour is intolerable in a human rights 
context. To punish her further by killing her is seen to compound the offence in an 
incomprehensible way. This point of view is so familiar to a modern reader that there is little 
need to elaborate it. In a human-rights based society it will not be comprehensible that where 
male sexual aggression is seen as being stronger than the male’s capacity to exercise control 
over it,20 female genital mutilation may be carried out with the intention of providing a kind 
of ‘protection’ against this very male sexual aggression – by ‘closing’ the otherwise ‘open’ 
woman and thus ‘strengthen’ the hymen/family honour, and furthermore by removing male 
ferocity perceived to be embodied in the clitoris.21 In such contexts, also, wearing a veil may 
not be rejected as a limitation upon freedom but, rather, accepted by women as a valuable 
protection providing them with a respect that in their eyes is absent in Western societies. 
These remarks are intended to contribute towards understanding these practices and their 
cultural logic, not towards defending them. 

The two dimensions may now be put together to complete the typology (see Figure 
III). 
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 HONOUR, HUMAN RIGHTS, RAPE AND LOVE 

 
                     Rape                   Love 

Honour society • Aggressive male sexuality is 
accepted as a ‘natural hazard,’ 
‘useful’ for war. Rape violates a 
family’s public honour.   

• Killing the raped daughter, or 
marrying her to the rapist are 
imaginable solutions. 

• Female genital mutilation and 
veiling are ‘necessary’ forms of 
‘protection’ in a male honour 
society. 

• Male-female relationships 
are hierarchical, a 
relationship between 
superior and inferior. 

• The possibility of mutual 
respect on equal terms is 
not included.   

Human rights 
society 

• Aggressive male sexuality is 
regarded as illegitimate. 

• A man is expected to be able to 
control himself. 

• Rape violates the victim’s inner 
core of dignity.  

• Male-female relationships 
are between equals. 

• Full mature love entails 
respect for the loved 
person’s human rights and 
inner core of dignity. 

Figure III: Honour, human rights, rape and love 

 
In this section a typology has been developed which links together love, rape, honour and 
dignity. In the following section the tension between honour-based marriage and loving 
relationships grounded in human rights is explored. 

 
 

Love, honour and human rights 
Full and mature love between partners means the interweaving of souls of equal adults. It 
means including the loved person with all his or her needs, respecting the loved person’s 
human rights, treating him or her as an independent human being, as an end, not as means 
(Kant); in short, it means putting my arms around the loved person.   

Does mature love mean wanting to be together with the loved person? One may 
answer, Yes, normally. Sentences such as the following seem to speak the language of love: ‘I 
love you so much, I cannot be without you!’ Or: ‘I love you so much, you are as important to 
me as the air I breathe!’ Spontaneously one might respond to such sentences with the 
comment: ‘What would love be, if the lovers did not need each other!’ However, after a 
second thought, it may become clear that the phrase ‘I cannot be without you’ may easily 
express a deep lack of mature love. This is because such sentences may come from a jealous 
husband who locks up his wife in the house when he goes out to work, and forbids her any 
contact with anybody except with him. Is this love? The husband might say: ‘Yes, this is love, 
this is extreme love.’ His wife might accept that and actually feel loved. She might gladly sit 
at home, watch some television, prepare the dinner, feel honoured that she is so important to 
him, and wait for his return every evening. But she may also feel unduly imprisoned, 
frustrated by not being able to go out, humiliated by his lack of faith in her, humiliated by the 
fact that he is not ‘mature’ enough to let her be anything else but a crutch to keep him going, 
frustrated and humiliated by him not letting her have a life of her own.22 
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At this point it becomes particularly clear that a human rights perspective yields 
fundamentally different evaluations of this discussion of love than a traditional honour 
perspective. Husbands and wives who gladly accept locking away the woman are most likely 
to be found within a traditional honour society. The wife who feels humiliated by these 
practices is most probably living in the context of a human rights society. To conclude this 
line of argument, ‘I need you’ cannot be sufficient for defining mature love in a human rights 
context. Full and mature love is, however, expressed in the following sentence: ‘I need you, 
but if my needs make you unhappy or destroy you, I am strong enough to protect you from 
them, or, I am strong enough to let you go.’ Evidently, the line between mature love and 
clinging love with exploitative effects is difficult to draw and therefore full love needs to ask 
the loved person a lot of questions, ‘Which of my needs make you happy when I ask you to 
attend to them? Which of my needs do not make you happy, or even burden you? Which 
solution can we find for those needs of mine which make you unhappy?’ Full love knows a 
lot about the partner’s special individual make-up; full love interweaves; full love is not 
content with saying, ‘Sorry that it hurt you what I did, I thought you liked it, I did it out of 
love!’ Full and mature love is only full and mature through dialogue.23 

How does sexual desire relate to love? Sexual desire is a fragile phenomenon. It 
unfolds best in a context of spontaneity. No man can order his penis to become erect; no 
woman can command her body to open up. To expect that openness can be commanded is a 
widely misunderstood problem with spontaneity. Spontaneity is also the opposite of 
customary practice. How many women ‘deliver’ their body to their partner’s use, ‘think of 
England,’ and hope that it will be ‘over’ soon. The use of the other’s body as legitimate part 
of marriage: this is the opposite of love. It is closer to rape. Even so, it is the traditional 
framework of marriage.24  

The objectification of the other is an act of subjugation and humiliation, and, if 
inflicted on the beloved person, makes authentic desire for her impossible. Many societies, 
groups and individuals are currently learning about human rights and about the inner core of 
dignity in each person, however, as this section highlights, not all facets of life have yet been 
adapted to these principles, and many may be unaware that the transition is to be made in the 
most minute details of people’s involvement with each other, not just in macro-political 
structures.25 Dialogue, fine-tuned verbal or non-verbal communication, seems more necessary 
within the new human rights framework than in the old, more rigid, honour code. 

Citizens in Western societies are often convinced that they are firmly rooted in human 
rights, however, as this section suggests, much has still to be learned – and, this is the position 
of the present author, awareness of this yet to fulfil task would be more appropriate than 
looking down on the rest of the world.26 Marriage based on feelings is bound to be more 
difficult to manage than marriage based on sets of rights and obligations as in traditional 
arranged marriages. Arranged marriages are astonishingly stable, and provide children with a 
secure environment in which to grow up. The West has not yet learned to interweave marriage 
based on love with stability and emotional security for children, since feelings of love 
between partners cannot be ordered. This is why divorce is bound to happen in a love context 
more often than in the hierarchical context of traditional honour societies. The West seems to 
be quite blind to the fragility of love and the difficulty of sustaining it. Love requires 
continual dialogue and individual tailor making of the relationship. 

Divorce exposes sharply the transition of humankind from traditional honour-based 
social and cultural structures to human rights-based structures. In the old framework, divorce 
is regarded as a shameful and humiliating event, while in the new framework the opposite is 
true: namely, the avoidance of divorce may be seen as humiliating to the inner truth of the 
partners. While in the old framework partners have to stay together at all cost, in the new 
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framework they should work on friendly separation if necessary, staying together as friends, 
and as parents if they have children, while separating as partners.  

The last task is extremely difficult to succeed in because human rights concepts of 
dignity intensify feelings of humiliation, which in turn deepen rifts. Forgiving each other and 
caring jointly for children while being separated as partners is an art the West has not yet 
mastered. The West should understand that introducing love grounded in human rights into 
marriage fundamentally changes dear traditional beliefs about marriage’s nature. Introducing 
love rooted in human rights makes marriage much more demanding and can easily turn any 
separation into a bitter war. People in those regions in the world where arranged marriage is 
normal are, for example, appalled by the West’s lack of family cohesion. 

In this section the argument has focused upon the nature of love in honour and dignity 
societies and their transition. Now the argument turns to the implications of rape and allied 
phenomena in the two kinds of society. 
 
 

Hostile sexual encounters and destructive relationships 

We read in the Human Rights Watch report Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence during the 
Rwandan Genocide and its Aftermath in the introduction: ‘During the 1994 Rwandan 
genocide, women were subjected to sexual violence on a massive scale. These crimes were 
perpetrated by members of the infamous Hutu militia groups known as the Interahamwe, 
other civilians, and soldiers of the Rwandan Armed Forces. Administrative, military and 
political leaders as well as heads of militia, directed or permitted the killings and sexual 
violence in an effort to further their political goals, and therefore bear responsibility for these 
abuses.’  

Shattered Lives documents the widespread rape of women during the genocide, and 
confirms that women were gang-raped, raped with objects such as sharpened sticks or gun 
barrels, held in sexual slavery (either collectively or through forced “marriage”) or sexually 
mutilated. These crimes were frequently part of a pattern in which women were raped after 
they had witnessed the torture and killings of their relatives and the destruction and looting of 
their homes’ (Human Rights Watch, 1996). 

‘I survived only because the men who planned to rape me and then kill me, got into a 
fight with each other and instead killed each other. My parents had been killed in front of my 
eyes not long before. The killers, they were neighbours, did refrain from killing me together 
with my parents because they planned to rape me and then kill me by putting a long stick into 
my vagina. They killed each other before they could carry out their plan, therefore I have only 
some scars, but not many.’27 

In Somalia, and in other blood-revenge societies women traditionally are not 
systematically raped or killed in wars or periods of violent reprisals (International Committee 
of the Red Cross Somalia Delegation, 1997). Wars and blood-revenge are carried out between 
men, and women can move around freely. They are so to speak ‘invisible.’ Kari H. Karamé28 
told me during a personal conversation in 1997 that during the years of fighting in Lebanon 
there was a kind of contract between the warring parties not to rape each other’s women. She 
recounts: ‘It just happened twice, when fighters from ‘outside’ came, for example 
Palestinians. But a lot of sexual violence happened in connection with men, they were 
castrated, died of that.’   

Compare the following testimony collected during fieldwork in and on Somalia (1997-
2000): ‘In Somalia we are used to settle disputes between clans through negotiation. Elders sit 
together and decide which compensation (diya) has to be paid for wrongs inflicted. Even if 
somebody has been killed, the traditional compensation procedure has a good chance to work. 
There is one thing though which never was part of traditional quarrelling between clans, and 
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this is rape, especially mass rape in front of the family. This is new. It happened for the first 
time when Siad Barre’s dictatorial regime sent soldiers to annihilate us. Soldiers would rape 
our women in front of their husbands and families.’29 

‘It is somehow a ‘tradition’ that young men of one clan steel camels from another 
clan, and sometimes a man gets killed. But women were never touched, never. There might 
have been a seldom case when a girl was alone in the semi-desert guarding her animals, and a 
young man having spent a long time in the desert lost control and tried to rape her. She would 
resist violently, and at the end the solution would perhaps be that he had to marry her. But 
mass rape, especially rape in front of the family, this never happened before, this is new. Have 
you noticed how many Somali families live apart? Have you ever thought about the reason 
why so many Somali women with their children live apart from their husbands? It is because 
the men cannot live with the humiliation that they were not able to defend their women 
against the soldiers who raped them. The husband cannot live together with his wife, because 
he cannot bear to be reminded of his inability to protect her. The perpetrators intended to 
humiliate their enemies and they succeeded thoroughly. Rape creates social destruction more 
‘effectively’ than any other weapon. This is the reason why today Somalia is so divided. We 
Somalis are united through our common ethnic background, we speak one language, and are 
all Muslims. Why are we divided today? Humiliation through rape and its consequences 
divides us. The traditional methods of reconciliation are too weak for this. It will take at least 
one generation to digest these humiliations enough to be able to sit together again.’30 

The Somali men cannot live together with their raped wives, because they cannot bear 
the humiliation, and the rifts in the social web of society cannot be healed because of the 
legacy of rape. The same is true for Rwanda and Burundi. Many survivors of the genocide in 
1994 in Rwanda (where Tutsi and moderate Hutu were killed under orders of extremist Hutu) 
got very aggravated when I asked about reconciliation, ‘All this talk of reconciliation! It 
irritates me! The government talks about reconciliation. How can I reconcile myself with 
people who made my grandmother parade naked in the streets before raping an killing her? 
Speaking of reconciliation would mean that I speak also on behalf of my grandmother. How 
could I!? Never! Co-existence is the maximum I will ever want to imagine.’31 

The recent upsurge in war-rape is thus in some societal contexts a new phenomenon. It 
draws women into the ‘game.’ This represents, so to speak, a ‘democratisation’ of war, a 
transition from combat among a select group of honourable warriors, to torturing, raping and 
slaughtering everybody. Leaders who want to create the conditions for spontaneous mass 
mobilisation for war might see war-rape as a ‘cost-effective’ way to minimise the cost of 
getting willing soldiers. In populations that have humiliated each other enough, the divisions 
and hostilities run so deep that ‘war fever’ infects the whole population.  

To summarise: Rape can have humiliation as its primary goal, or humiliation may be a 
‘side-effect.’ A would-be humiliator may look for ways to humiliate other people, let us say 
people of another ethnic group, and find that raping the enemy’s women is one possible tool 
among others for humiliating the enemy. Rape in this case is carried out with the deliberate 
intention of causing humiliation The main object is, typically, not to humiliate the raped 
woman herself – she may be insignificant in the rapist’s eyes – but, much more important, to 
humiliate her ‘men.’ However, whether or not the deliberate objective of rape is to humiliate, 
to be raped is always painful and humiliating. This is to be expected whether it is honour or 
dignity that is being attacked. 

There are, broadly speaking, four ways, rape, sex and humiliation can be connected 
(see Figure IV). 
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RAPE, SEX AND HUMILIATION 

 
 Enjoyment of Rape as main intention; Humiliation as 

an unintended consequence, or as an intended but 
secondary factor 

Humiliation as the 
main intention; 
rape used as a 

means to achieve 
this 

 Rape carried 
out without 
conscious 
intention 

Rape 
consciously 

intended as sex 

Rape as sex plus 
humiliation 

Rape intended as 
humiliation 

The 
rapist’s 
intention  

The rapist is 
mentally 
disturbed and 
has no 
conscious 
intention to rape 
a woman. 

The rapist’s 
intention is to 
have sex with 
another 
individual. 

The rapist wants to 
have sex and sadistic 
pleasure from forcing 
and humiliating 
somebody. 

The rapist’s 
intention is to 
employ humiliation 
as a weapon in war. 

The 
rapist’s 
targeted 
victim 

The rapist 
targets another 
individual. 

The rapist wants 
to have sex with 
another 
individual. 

The rapist wants to 
have sex and sadistic 
pleasure from forcing 
and humiliating 
somebody. 

The rapist’s 
intention is to 
humiliate the 
‘enemy’ as a group, 
especially the male 
protectors of the 
women. 

The 
rapist’s 
wish for 
the 
victim’s 
reactions  

The rapist does 
not reflect 
consciously on 
the victim’s 
reactions. 

The rapist wants 
the victim to 
enjoy it. 

The rapist wants the 
victim to feel 
humiliated. He may 
wish the victim to 
receive masochistic 
pleasure. 

The rapist wishes the 
whole group to feel 
humiliated. 

The 
victim’s 
actual 
reactions 

The rape victim 
feels humiliated. 

The rape victim 
feels humiliated. 

The rape victim feels 
humiliated. 

The rape victim feels 
humiliated; in 
addition the whole 
group feels 
humiliated. 

Figure IV: Rape, sex and humiliation 

 
Rape is humiliating even if the rapist does not have the intention of actually causing 
humiliation; for example, the rapist may be a disturbed person who does not really know what 
he is doing. Damage is done to the victim even though the rapist may want to give his victim 
pleasure and may even be convinced he is doing so. However, victims of rape do not enjoy 
the experience. This discrepancy between the perceptions and attributions of the actor and the 
one acted upon is not restricted to situations of rape; it is replicated in all cases where 
someone who defines herself as a ‘helper’ discovers to her dismay that the recipient of the 
help actually feels humiliated by it and not helped. 
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This exposes how crucial the framing of the situation is, both by perpetrator and 
victim (or actor and re-actor). So are differences between their perceptions and attributions. 
Humiliation is not just a physical encounter; it is also, in fact it is mainly, a mind game. 
Somebody who intentionally sets out to humiliate another party has the aim of ‘lowering’ the 
other, partly in front of third parties, but especially in the eyes of the humiliator and the 
victims themselves. Humiliators want their victims to ‘understand’ that they are ‘rats,’ 
‘cockroaches,’ or ‘despicable worms.’  

The humiliator’s aim is to act upon the perceptions and self-identities of both 
participants to the humiliation process: perpetrator and victim. Humiliators want their victims 
to lose their former sense of self, to be deprived of self-respect and self-esteem, to be 
degraded in their own eyes. Humiliators also want to convince themselves that the victim 
actually deserves to be abused. 

However, humiliators do not always achieve their goals, not with themselves,32 and 
not with all victims either. In cases of great power balance, for example, a would-be 
humiliator may not be taken seriously; a ‘slave’ would not be able to insult a  ‘master,’ 
because the master would just laugh. In other cases, victims manage to keep their self-esteem 
strong in the face of humiliation; a Nelson Mandela managed to prevent humiliation from 
spoiling his dignity. Humiliation is effective only if victims actually lose their self-respect, if 
their sense of self is altered. Ironically, some effective instances of humiliation may be 
unintended. This was seen in the discussion of rape and it applies generally to cases where 
victims receives ‘help’ that they perceive as humiliating (see Figure V). 
 

 
THE HUMILIATOR’S INTENTIONS AND THE VICTIM’S PERCEPTIONS AND 

ATTRIBUTION 
 

 The victim feels humiliated The victim does not feel 
humiliated 

The perpetrator wants to 
humiliate 

Rape in war. A ‘master’ laughs in front of a 
‘slave’s’ wish to humiliate the 
‘master.’ 
 
A Nelson Mandela manages 
to prevent humiliation from 
spoiling his dignity. 

The perpetrator does not 
want to humiliate 

Rape that is intended to give 
pleasure. Or the rapist is 
mentally disturbed and does 
not intend any humiliation. 

Co-existence, co-operation, 
love. 

Figure V: The humiliator’s intentions and the victim’s perceptions and attributions  

 
In this section rape has been analysed in terms of its complex relationships with humiliation. 
It has become clear that the motivations ascribed to the perpetrators by the victims of sexual 
abuse are of special relevance. If the victim perceives the perpetrator as not being in control 
of, or not responsible for, his or her actions this alleviates some of the hurt. However, if the 
victim discovers that he or she has been deceived this intensifies the hurt. This deception may 
be a result of the perpetrator’s deliberate design or it may be a consequence of the victim’s 
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self-deception, bad judgement or wishful thinking. In the remainder of the paper this theme 
will be explored further. 

 
 

‘False love’ as ‘rape’ 
Kanin asked rapists about their behaviour towards women (Kanin, 1985), and found that the 
actual rape was just the ‘tip of the iceberg.’ The rapists did not take moral boundaries at all 
seriously in sexual matters and, furthermore, they believed that their peers had the same 
approach. They used all kinds of techniques to get women into bed. In particular, they told 
them lies and falsely declared themselves to be in love with them. They felt ‘justified’ and 
encouraged by their peers to make sexual conquests by deceit. The following table gives exact 
numbers: 
 
 

Methods self-reported rapists used (on other occasions) to manipulate women to have 
sex with them (compared with controls who had not admitted to date rape) 

 
 Rapist Controls 
 (N = 71) (N = 227) 

Attempt to intoxicate female with alcohol 76* 23¤ 
Falsely professed love 86 25 
Falsely promise ‘pinning,’ engagement, 
or marriage     

46 6 

Threaten to terminate the relationship 31 7 
Threaten to leave female stranded 9 0 

* 28% also involved marijuana 
¤ 19% also involved marijuana 

Table I: Kanin 1985, adapted from Sabini, 1995, page 42933 

 
Table I shows how widespread the phenomenon of falsely professed love is. It shows that 
men deceived women on this matter not only in the rapist group but also in the control 
group.34 Men who falsely profess love treat their victims as means, not ends. They obviously 
hypothesise that a woman will give her body more readily to a man if she is in love with him. 
Such a man manipulates a woman into loving him. He is, so to speak, saving money, because 
he would have to pay a lot to a high-class call-girl, and would still not get her devotion and 
passion. Some men find it very clever to make such ‘shrewd deals.’ Other men will be less 
‘shrewd.’ Sabini (429) summarises studies that show that men with old-fashioned attitudes 
toward women and their role in society are more lenient towards date rape, and of deceit, than 
are men with less conservative attitudes. 

It is to be assumed that the majority of partnerships can be found in the range between 
full love and false love.35  If somebody tells lies and is aware of it, the case it straightforward. 
But what about cases where partners authentically believe in different definitions of love?  

Alice36 came to me as a client because her marriage had collapsed. Alice was an 
intelligent well-educated European woman. She told me the following: ‘I met Robert 10 years 
ago. He is 18 years older than me. When I met him, I just came out of a relationship with an 
abusive man who could not endure an intelligent woman at his side. I was happy to meet 
somebody who was older and kinder. I yearned for kindness, for being taken care of, for not 
being hurt several times a day. I was touched and happy when Robert said that he needed me. 
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My former husband never said that, he only said that I was old and ugly. I was happy about 
the new compliments in my life. I was ready to give Robert everything, I was happy to have 
found somebody who finally loved me, and obviously did not feel threatened by me, my 
education, my intelligence.’  

‘Robert lived and worked in Indonesia, and I moved to Indonesia to join him. He was 
separated from his wife who lived back in Europe, and he told me that he considered me his 
wife now, but that he could not get a divorce because of the laws back home in his country. I 
accepted. I preferred a happy relationship to a painful marriage. When I arrived in Indonesia I 
was full of plans, wanted to do research, get another degree, have a family…. Nothing of that 
happened. Now I am 10 years older and I have nothing. I have wasted all these years on this 
man. And the worst, I did not even recognise that I wasted the time while I did it! Every time 
we wanted to realise one of my goals, there was an existential crisis in his life. He had 
problems with his job, problems with his family, we always lived in emergencies. I hardly 
ever relaxed. I was all the time busy helping him with his problems, hoping that we would 
start ‘our’ life ‘then,’ that also ‘my’ life would start one day. It never started.’ 

‘How on earth could I be so stupid and accept all that? I think I did it because my 
mother taught me that a good woman is loyal to her man. My mother is very religious and 
believes that a wife has to support her husband. Today she reproaches me and asks me why I 
did not get my degree, why I do not have a family. She does not want to recognise that my 
wish to get her approval drove me into that. And what does Robert say? He says: “But why 
did you not tell me that you were not happy! If I only knew that I would have arranged our 
life differently!” When he talks like that I shout at him in despair: “But you knew what hopes 
I had for my life! You knew all that! And when we decided to stay together you promised to 
take care of these hopes! And do you not remember how often I cried? You used to tell me off 
then, you used to accuse me of being weak. You told me to be optimistic, that was all you did! 
How can you pretend today that you did not know! How dare you accuse me that I did not tell 
you! You are such a coward!”’ 

Alice continues, exhausted from a life of emergencies and sacrifices: ‘Stupid me, I 
tried terribly hard to relax and be optimistic! Whenever I thought I was not optimistic enough, 
I felt guilty of not loving him enough: How could I be weak in supporting this wonderful man 
who had so many troubles, I told myself. How blind, how stupid, I say today! How could I 
ever be proud of being intelligent while being so stupid? And proud of being a “good 
woman”? But now I realise that Robert used all these emergencies to hide behind them, to 
avoid real commitment to me. He was not really interested in my needs, my dreams, my 
happiness. He needed my presence; he enjoyed me being near him, this was what he wanted. I 
feel today that I was a valuable object to him, let us say like an expensive Chinese vase, in 
other words, he loved me like one loves a piece of art that one looks at everyday. He did not 
think of giving the loved object food or protect her from illness, of course not, because vases 
do not need that. It may even not be a lack of love on his side; it is lack of ability to be 
empathic. I did not recognise to what degree he is isolated within himself. His kindness is not 
fake, he is kind, but he is deeply limited to himself, to his own needs and wishes, his kindness 
has its limits as soon as his needs and wishes are endangered.’  

‘Today my loyalty to him, as well as my intelligence, which made me proud once, 
make me feel disgusted of myself. I am not only ashamed of myself; I feel that I humiliated 
myself in front of the Alice who once thought highly of herself. I feel exploited by Robert; he 
manipulated me into helping him and sacrificing my life for him. And at the end he leaves me 
with the feeling that it was alone my fault, that I exploited myself, and he is even right! I feel 
that he raped me, in a slow process, a slow humiliating rape, which I allowed. I could kill 
Robert. He destroyed me and my inner core of dignity. What he did to me is worse than overt 
rape. A brute rapist does at least not lie. Robert raped me and made me believe it was love. 
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The resentment, pain and suffering which this brought into my life cannot be measured’ 
(emphasis added). 

The case of Alice may be described as one of ‘love-rape.’ This case shows how fine 
and difficult the line is between full love and exploitation. Robert offered false love to Alice. 
He was either too weak to recognise this or ‘shrewd’ enough to avoid recognising it. He lied 
to himself about his love, or just stayed uninformed about himself. Either he found it more 
convenient to believe that he really loved her, while in fact he employed his talent for 
manipulation to escape difficult sacrifices that would have been necessary for full love. Or he 
was just a weakly person, and was therefore unable to confront the fact that he was not able to 
give Alice full and mature love. If Alice assumes that he more or less consciously deceived 
her, he is a bastard in her eyes. If she assumes that he is a weak man, he is a pitiable creature 
– for Alice both versions are about as bad. A bastard she hates, a weakling she pities. What 
she never can restore is respect for Robert. 

To employ the image, introduced earlier, of the arms (which open up or push down), 
full and mature love puts the arms around the loved one without suffocating him or her; 
clinging love imprisons the loved person with arms clinging too hard; false love holds the 
partner, but looks into another direction while doing that, not seeing the other as a real other. 
This conceptualisation of love makes it clear that eyes are as important as arms and have to be 
included into this metaphoric description for love.37 I can hold somebody in a casual manner, 
‘looking through’ the other, or I can look deep into their eyes.38 

The story of Alice and Robert illustrates the point that cases that move from the 
positive to the negative side are among the most difficult and painful. Alice lives in a false 
world for years, only to discover that she has been deceived, that her judgement was not good 
enough. The humiliation stemming from exposed love-rape is deep because it mirrors the 
conceptual distance between love and destruction. Love is the complete opposite of 
destruction. Rape and war are conceptually much closer since both intend destruction. 
Therefore the depth of the hurt inflicted by love-rape may be expected to be greater than that 
stemming from war-rape. To detect that my inner core of dignity has been violated while I 
believed it was love is the worst humiliation imaginable. 

To summarise, it is humiliating to discover that those who are claiming to protect you 
are actually restricting your freedom. That was Alice’s experience. It is also the experience 
being undergone by millions of women, as they become part of the global human rights 
revolution. This process is bound to create great suffering. A woman who finds out, for 
example, that female genital mutilation and wearing the veil may be interpreted as violating 
her inner core of dignity, will feel enormous revulsion. She will no longer believe that they 
are a necessary ‘protection’ in a world of male aggression, but will interpret them as 
collective cultural ‘rape,’ as deeply humiliating.39 

 
 

Conclusion 
This paper contributes to the task of mapping the field of love, rape, and humiliation. In doing 
so it presents full and mature love as a reference point. Serious obstacles lie in wait on the 
way to full love. Especially important is the suffering inevitably associated with the transition 
from traditional honour concepts to human rights beliefs and attitudes. One disturbing feature 
of this transition is the gruesome and increasingly frequently employed practice of 
deliberately using the deepest feelings of the population at large as a weapon of war – for this 
is the function of war-rape. This has to be studied carefully in order to find means of 
reversing this trend.40 

The systematic manipulation of feelings to produce hatred or love is an especially 
potent force in societies that are in transition from honour ideals to human rights ideals. Those 
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who are newly liberated from traditional authoritarian hierarchies are particularly vulnerable 
to manipulation in this way. This is because many long-established restraints and boundaries 
are weakened. The breakdown of hierarchies has happened at many levels during the past 
century including the end of the European colonial empires and the erosion of the patriarchal 
family. 

The breakdown of the extended family dominated by the male elders has swept away a 
complex tissue of norms and constraints that used to regulate sexual relations. People in 
human rights societies have acquired great freedom in their personal lives. However, despite 
the triumph of those ideals, human rights societies are still in their infancy in respect of the 
task of developing a microstructure of norms and practices for achieving those ideals in 
personal relationships. For example, ‘false love’ acquires great significance in human rights 
contexts where partners are expected to build their relationships on each other’s feelings and 
to depend on their authenticity. Understanding and handling ‘false love’ is a central challenge 
for the maintenance of cohesion of future society. It is vastly underestimated by society at 
large and mainly addressed as a ‘personal problem’ to be handled amongst friends or through 
therapy.  

Western couples are invited to take love as the basis for marriage, an institution that is 
central to the stability of society and future generations. But society leaves couples to cope 
alone with love and its difficult implications. Clearly, ‘false love’ can never be eliminated any 
more than can lying and double-dealing in other aspects of life. However, people can learn to 
recognise the problem and, perhaps, as a result, avoid its worst effects. Social analysts have a 
responsibility to examine the dynamics of love more closely. We need to understand the part 
played by love in a ‘decent society’ (Margalit, 1996), and discover how humiliation can best 
be avoided. Furthermore, to build a decent society is not only a national and local task, but 
also an international, global challenge. A ‘decent global village’ ought not to entail war-rape. 
The global community, including its social researchers, carries the responsibility to study and 
understand this phenomenon more thoroughly, in order to be better prepared for preventing it. 

The two examples of manipulation just mentioned, war-rape and false love, have been 
chosen because they illustrate the core argument of this paper.  They are particular instances 
of the meta-logic of humiliation in male-female relationships. Hopefully, the argument has 
effectively traced the skeletal structure of this meta-logic. Hopefully, it has also shown some 
hidden interconnections that exist between the many forms that gender relations take: in the 
public and private spheres, in honour societies, in human rights societies, and in societies 
undergoing transition between those two states.   
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